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UAF RAHI students, holding nets and wearing chest wader boots, conduct field collection research Undergrad & grad
application . We are here to help.

Even though University of Alaska Fairbanks likely says they have no minimum ACT requirement, if you
apply with a 17 or below, you'll have a harder time getting in, unless you have something else impressive in
your application. We'll cover the exact requirements of University of Alaska Fairbanks here. How would your
chances improve with a better score? We can help. Typically, selective schools tend to require them, while
most schools in the country do not. PrepScholar Admissions is the world's best admissions consulting service.
You could take 10 tests, and only send your highest one. Note: Not all programs will require test scores if you
have earned a cumulative GPA of 3. We've gotten tremendous results with thousands of students across the
country. Superscore means that the school takes your best section scores from all the test dates you submit,
and then combines them into the best possible composite score. When you have the final score that you're
happy with, you can then send only that score to all your schools. Want to learn how to improve your ACT
score by 4 points? Thus, most schools will just take your highest ACT score from a single sitting. Learn more
about PrepScholar Admissions to maximize your chance of getting in. Application Requirements Overview.
Student visa requirements After admission, international students are required to provide specific documents
as part of the visa process. We weren't able to find the school's exact ACT policy, which most likely means
that it does not Superscore. We did not find information that University of Alaska Fairbanks requires SAT
subject tests, and so most likely it does not. See how much your chances improve? Download our free guide
on the top 5 strategies you must be using to improve your score. Final Admissions Verdict Because this school
is lightly selective, you have a great shot at getting in, as long as you don't fall well below average. Refer to
the admission requirements of your prospective degree program to determine which tests are required. This
tool provides only a simplistic estimate of your chances of admission. This means that you have more chances
than you think to improve your ACT score. You are not considered an international applicant if you are a: US
Citizen Refugee Undocumented Resident Since you do not require a student visa to attend UAF, you will not
need to complete the additional international application steps. Chances of admission with these scores: Here's
our custom admissions calculator. This guide was written by Harvard graduates and ACT perfect scorers. If
you are still taking classes, an in-progress transcript can be submitted for admission.


